This kit contains:
-A complete kit of VAB (version P Felin)
-A figurine in resin and FR-F2
-Decals
-Complet interior
-Transparant glass windows
-A manual of assembly
In this manual of assemblage you will find:
- The manual step by step. Each picture represents a step and the parts required.
- A complete nomenclature for identification of all pieces.
- Painting indication
- And brief historic
Useful Advises:
This kit is not recommended for children under 10 years. Keep out of reach of children. They
should not be allowed to ingest small pieces or manipulate the plastic bags in any way.
It’s recommended to use the cyanoacrylate glue and to degrease parts before gluing.
Historic:
The VAB ("Véhicule de l’Avant Blindé"), was developed in the workshops of Creusot-Loire to
Saint-Chamond and is then taken by Renault Truck Defense. It entered service in the French army
in 1976 and since its existence, it will be declined in many versions.
The version presented by Model Miniature is VAB P Felin. The VAB P is a troop transport, it can
carry 10 soldiers, float and move in the water with these two water jets. Due to its size, it is
transportable by plane.
It can be used for varied operational theaters such as Afghanistan, Lebanon, Mali and the RCA
(Central African Republic).
The VAB is used by many countries in Africa (Cote d'Ivoire, Morocco, Mauritania, ..) or Lebanon,
United Arab Emirates, Oman, Cyprus ...
Master VAB realized in print 3D,
Master figure and interior realized by Miss Julie Ludmann
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For this model, Model-Miniature have worked in partnership
with the
“8ème RmAT”
Special thanks to this regiment !

